New
The Bhagavad Gita
A Biography
Richard H. Davis
“This is an exciting book about an exciting book, namely, the Bhagavad Gita, a text in which Hinduism comes closest to possessing a universal scripture. Davis traces the varying course of its semantic trajectory through history with erudite clarity. A must-read for anyone interested in the Gita.”
—Arvind Sharma, author of Gandhi: A Spiritual Biography

New
Thomas Aquinas’s Summa theologiae
A Biography
Bernard McGinn
“The Summa theologiae set a defining intellectual mark for the West. Bernard McGinn, in his elegant book, shows how Aquinas’s transcendent work resonated through the centuries to remain a necessary measure of thought to this day.”
—James Carroll, author of Warburg in Rome

New
The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali
A Biography
David Gordon White
“No work of traditional India needs a biography more than the Bhagavad Gita, for no text has had a more complicated life, from its birth in the epic world of the Mahabharata to its maturity in Indian modernity. Reading intelligently depends in part on knowing how others in the past have read, and for the Gita’s past, Richard Davis has provided the best guidance available.”
—Sheldon Pollock, Columbia University

2014. 256 pages. 16 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-13996-8 $24.95 | £16.95

2014. 272 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15426-8 $24.95 | £16.95

2014. 296 pages. 1 table.
Cl: 978-0-691-14377-4 $24.95 | £16.95
The Book of Common Prayer
A Biography
Alan Jacobs
“This fascinating history, a strong entry in the Lives of Great Religious Books series, exposes the surprisingly taut life of a church-pew volume.”
—Bryce Christensen, Booklist
2013. 256 pages. 6 halftones.
CL: 978-0-691-15481-7 $24.95 | £16.95

Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Letters and Papers from Prison
A Biography
Martin E. Marty
“A theologically sophisticated but gripping narrative in a rare genre: the biography of a book…. This is a demanding but engaging read for faculty, students, pastors, and laity.”
—John C. Shelley, Religious Studies Review
2011. 296 pages. 8 halftones.
CL: 978-0-691-14367-5 $24.95 | £16.95

The Book of Job
A Biography
Mark Larrimore
“This is an excellent resource for those interested in digging deeper into biblical sources, the Book of Job itself, or the history of biblical interpretation.”
—John Jaeger, Library Journal
2013. 296 pages. 12 halftones.
CL: 978-0-691-14759-8 $24.95 | £16.95

Augustine’s Confessions
A Biography
Garry Wills
“Another gem of a little book by Garry Wills…. His book is a passionate plea that we should read Augustine’s strange book as it was first heard, and in the light of the purposes for which it was first written.”
—Peter Brown, New York Review of Books
2011. 176 pages.
CL: 978-0-691-14357-6 $19.95 | £13.95

The Dead Sea Scrolls
A Biography
John J. Collins
“[T]his is an excellent introduction to a complex subject, lucid and remarkably ironic.”
—Roger S. Bagnall, Bryn Mawr Classical Review
2012. 288 pages. 8 halftones.
CL: 978-0-691-14367-5 $24.95 | £16.95

The Book of Mormon
A Biography
Paul C. Gutjahr
“[A] fascinating history of an important document of American culture.”
—Steven Poole, Guardian
2012. 280 pages. 32 halftones. 1 table.
CL: 978-0-691-14480-1 $24.95 | £16.95

The I Ching
A Biography
Richard J. Smith
“Smith’s book succeeds admirably in making the history and importance of this esoteric and enigmatic classic accessible and understandable to a wide audience.”
—Choice
2012. 304 pages. 7 halftones. 13 line illus.
CL: 978-0-691-14509-9 $24.95 | £16.95

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
A Biography
Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
“[A]n excellent scholarly study on the translation and transformation of Tibetan texts into a single English book that eventually became a ‘timeless world spiritual classic.’”
—Katja Rakow, Religion
CL: 978-0-691-13435-2 $19.95 | £13.95

The Book of Genesis
A Biography
Ronald Hendel
“Hendel’s engaging and accessible biography reminds us that Genesis remains ‘an astonishing book of marvelous realism and the root from which we came.’”
—Christopher McConnell, Booklist
2012. 304 pages. 7 halftones.
CL: 978-0-691-14012-4 $24.95 | £16.95

One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013

One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2012

One of Jewish Ideas Daily’s Best Jewish Nonfiction Books for 2012

catalog cover image: Lorenzo di Credi. Detail of The Annunciation (ca. 1480–85). Courtesy of Dover Pictura
Forthcoming

What's Divine about Divine Law?
Early Perspectives
Christine Hayes

“This is a pathbreaking and ambitious study of a topic of crucial importance for Jewish studies in particular and legal philosophy more broadly. The scholarship is first-rate. Hayes convincingly establishes that the rabbinic discourse on divine law in late antiquity was self-consciously distinct from Greco-Roman conceptions as well as a great deal of prior Jewish literature.”
—Jonathan Klawans, author of Josephus and the Theologies of Ancient Judaism

What's Divine about Divine Law? untangles the classical and biblical roots of the Western idea of divine law and shows how early adherents to biblical tradition struggled to make sense of this conflicting legacy.

Cl: 978-0-691-16519-6 $39.50 | £27.95

New Paperback
Winner of the 2013 Jacques Barzun Prize in Cultural History, American Philosophical Society
Winner of the 2012 R. R. Hawkins Award, Association of American Publishers
Winner of the 2013 Philip Schaff Prize, American Society of Church History
One of Choice's Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013

Through the Eye of a Needle
Wealth, the Fall of Rome, and the Making of Christianity in the West, 350–550 AD
Peter Brown

“Every page is full of information and argument, and savoring one’s way through the book is an education. It is a privilege to live in an age that could produce such a masterpiece of the historical literature.”
—Garry Wills, New York Review of Books

“A masterpiece.”
—Tom Holland, History Today

“Outstanding…. Brown lays before us a vast panorama of the entire culture and society of the late Roman west.”
—Peter Thornemann, Times Literary Supplement

“Through the Eye of a Needle is a tremendous achievement, even for a scholar who has already achieved so much.”
—G. W. Bowersock, New Republic

2014. 816 pages. 12 color illus. 8 halftones. 1 line illus. 4 maps.
Pa: 978-0-691-16177-8 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15290-5  $39.95 | £27.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe
New
Rough Country
How Texas Became America’s Most Powerful Bible-Belt State
Robert Wuthnow

“In this meticulously researched and beautifully written book, Robert Wuthnow offers a sweeping history of Texas’s unrivaled place in American civil religion. Addressing topics as varied as presidential politics, race and religion, and demographic change since the nineteenth century, Rough Country teaches us not only about one of the nation’s most intriguing—and in some ways, surprising—states but also about the nation as a whole. This nuanced, fascinating volume should be in the hands of everyone who wants to understand the place of public faith in our world today.”
—D. Michael Lindsay, president of Gordon College

2014. 664 pages. 23 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15989-8  $39.50 | £27.95

The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism
Robert E. Buswell Jr. & Donald S. Lopez Jr.

“Buddhism’s ancient history and depth of culture are reflective in this volume’s extensiveness.”
—Ray Arnett, Library Journal (starred review)

“There is a need for good dictionaries, and this is a very good one.”
—Choice

2013. 1304 pages. 2 line illus. 6 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-16074-0  $29.95 | £19.95
New

**Defining Neighbors**
Religion, Race, and the Early Zionist-Arab Encounter

Jonathan Marc Gribetz

“In this erudite and engaging work, Jonathan Gribetz shows how racial and religious categories could unite as well as divide Jews and Arabs in early twentieth-century Palestine. Gribetz offers close, insightful readings of Jewish and Arab intellectuals who imagined themselves as neighbors as well as adversaries, and who, while producing apologetic depictions of their own cultures, communicated in a shared cultural language. This book is a fascinating recovery of neglected voices that are strikingly relevant for our own time.”

—Derek J. Penslar, author of *Jews and the Military: A History*

Courageous and deeply compelling, *Defining Neighbors* is a landmark book that fundamentally recasts our understanding of the modern Jewish-Arab encounter and of the Middle East conflict today.

2014. 312 pages. 4 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15950-8 $35.00 | £24.95

**The Bible in Arabic**
The Scriptures of the “People of the Book” in the Language of Islam

Sidney H. Griffith

“We emerge the richer for this generous vision of the religious texture of the medieval Middle East.”

—Peter Brown, author of *Through the Eye of a Needle*

2013. 272 pages. 6 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15082-6 $29.95 | £19.95

**Maimonides in His World**
Portrait of a Mediterranean Thinker

Sarah Stroumsa

“Stroumsa makes her points forcefully and persuasively, positioning Maimonides as a thinker of great importance to Muslims as well as to Jews.”

—Pinchas Roth, *AJL Newsletter*

2011. 248 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15252-3 $25.95 | £17.95

**Cultural Exchange**
Jews, Christians, and Art in the Medieval Marketplace

Joseph Shatzmiller

“This important and creative book brings fresh information and insights to bear on fundamental issues of cross-cultural interaction.”

—William Chester Jordan, Princeton University

2013. 208 pages. 29 halftones. 1 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-15699-6 $35.00 | £24.95

Winner of the 2008 Albert C. Outler Prize, American Society of Church History

**The Church in the Shadow of the Mosque**
Christians and Muslims in the World of Islam

Sidney H. Griffith

“Griffith’s work is a milestone in the field of Christian-Arabic studies.”

—Christian Troll, *Tablet*

2010. 240 pages. 8 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-14628-7 $28.95 | £19.95

**The Scandal of Kabbalah**
Leon Modena, Jewish Mysticism, Early Modern Venice

Yaacob Dweck

“The Scandal of Kabbalah is a valuable study. It situates Modena’s work in a wide variety of contexts, each of which enriches and challenges our understanding of *Ari Nohem*. Clearly written and highly readable.”

—Michela Andreattia, *AJS Review*

2013. 296 pages. 12 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-16215-7 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14508-2 $37.50 | £26.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at blog.press.princeton.edu
In recent years, scholars have come to see the Talmud as the product of much more than editorial effort in late antiquity—that its building blocks were constructed into an edifice only toward the end of the document’s production. Vidas moves beyond this to argue that even the distinction between building blocks and the text’s construction is a result of the editors, thus entirely upsetting the applecart of possible chronological differences between layers of the text. Vidas’s work is stimulating, troubling, and thrilling.

—Daniel Boyarin, University of California, Berkeley

2014. 256 pages. 4 tables. Cl: 978-0-691-15486-2 $35.00 | £24.95

One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013

With a foreword by John L. Esposito

Europe and the Islamic World
A History
John Tolan, Gilles Veinstein & Henry Laurens

“As provocative as it is ground-breaking, this book describes this shared history in all its richness and diversity.”

—World Book Industry

2012. 488 pages. 7 halftones. Cl: 978-0-691-14705-5 $39.50 | £27.95

Forthcoming

Skies of Parchment, Seas of Ink
Jewish Illuminated Manuscripts
Edited by Marc Michael Epstein
With contributions by Eva Frojmovic, Jenna Siman Jacobs, Hartley Lachter, Shalom Sabar, Raymond P. Scheindlin, Ágnes Vető, Susan Vick & Barbara Wolff

“There is simply no other book like this. Enlightening, accessible, and superbly written in a clear and jargon-free style, it makes a much-needed contribution to our knowledge of Jewish visual and literary cultures. It will no doubt be a coveted volume.”

—Maya Balakirsky Katz, Touro College

Magnificently illustrated by pages from hundreds of manuscripts, many previously unpublished or rarely seen, Skies of Parchment, Seas of Ink offers surprising new perspectives on Jewish life, presenting the books of the People of the Book as never before.

May 2015. 288 pages. 278 color illus. 11 halftones. Cl: 978-0-691-16524-0 $60.00 | £41.95

Forthcoming

Human Nature & Jewish Thought
Judaism’s Case for Why Persons Matter
Alan L. Mittleman

“Alan Mittleman, an outstanding contributor to philosophically serious Jewish thought, builds a solid structure of deeply spiritual but always open-eyed reflections.”

—Lenn Goodman, Vanderbilt University

This book explores one of the great questions of our time: How can we preserve our sense of what it means to be a person while at the same time accepting what science tells us to be true—namely, that human nature is continuous with the rest of nature? What, in other words, does it mean to be a person in a world of things? Alan Mittleman shows how the Jewish tradition provides rich ways of understanding human nature and personhood that preserve human dignity and distinction in a world of neuroscience, evolutionary biology, biotechnology, and pervasive scientism. These ancient resources can speak to Jewish, non-Jewish, and secular readers alike.

Library of Jewish Ideas
Cosponsored by the Tikvah Fund

May 2015. 240 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-14947-9 $27.95 | £19.95

OF RELATED INTEREST
Forthcoming
Leaving the Jewish Fold
Conversion and Radical Assimilation in Modern Jewish History
Todd M. Endelman
“Covering all of Europe and the United States, and drawing on a massive body of sources, Leaving the Jewish Fold is a pioneering work on a topic of great significance—Jews who converted or radically assimilated away from Judaism. It will be the definitive book on the subject and essential reading for scholars and advanced students of modern Jewish history.”
—Derek J. Penslar, University of Toronto and University of Oxford
“This original and important book is the first to broadly investigate conversion and radical assimilation in modern Jewish history. Delving into Jewish history and historiography from the eighteenth century to the near present, and the history of Jews in the United States and Europe, this is an impressive work. It will be widely read.”
—David Feldman, Birkbeck, University of London
Bringing together extensive research across several languages, Leaving the Jewish Fold will be the essential work on conversion and assimilation in modern Jewish history for years to come.
March 2015. 440 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-00479-2 $39.50 | £27.95

New Paperback
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013
One of Jewish Ideas Daily’s Best Jewish Nonfiction Books for 2012
Inheriting Abraham
The Legacy of the Patriarch in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
Jon D. Levenson
“Written very well, argued delightfully, with deep insights…. Inheriting Abraham makes a superb contribution to our understanding and perception, opinion and insight, of the figure of Prophet Abraham.”
—Tauseef Ahmad Parray, Islam and Muslim Societies
Library of Jewish Ideas
Cosponsored by the Tikvah Fund
2014. 264 pages. Pa: 978-0-691-16355-0 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15569-2 $29.95 | £19.95

Forthcoming Paperback
Honorable Mention, 2013 PROSE Award in Language and Linguistics, Association of American Publishers
No Joke
Making Jewish Humor
Ruth R. Wisse
See page 3 for details.

Forthcoming
What’s Divine about Divine Law?
Early Perspectives
Christine Hayes
See page 2 for details.

New Paperback
With a new introduction by Mark R. Cohen
The Jews of Islam
Bernard Lewis
“Lewis refuses … simplistic approaches and tries to explain the complex and often contradictory history of Jewish-Muslim relations over fourteen hundred years. He does this in prose that combines eloquence, dispassion, and wit.”
—Norman A. Stillman, New York Review of Books
Princeton Classics
2014. 288 pages. 21 halftones. Pa: 978-0-691-16087-0 $22.95 | £15.95

Erased
Vanishing Traces of Jewish Galicia in Present-Day Ukraine
Omer Bartov
“This book is an often brilliant and impassioned response to the annihilation from memory of the last traces of the Jews who lived for generations in the Ukraine.”
—Jewish Book World
2007. 256 pages. 69 halftones. 8 maps. Cl: 978-0-691-13121-4 $26.95 | £18.95

Connect with us: Facebook @ PrincetonUniversityPress | google.com/+princetonuniversitypress | Twitter @ PrincetonUPress
New Paperback
The Jewish Jesus
How Judaism and Christianity Shaped Each Other
Peter Schäfer

“Schäfer’s thought-provoking book challenges readers to reimagine the relationship of early Judaism and Christianity and the theological matrices in which they developed. Must reading for students and scholars alike.”
—Burton L. Visotzky, Jewish Theological Seminary

2014. 368 pages. 5 halftones. 1 table. Pa: 978-0-691-15285-1 $24.95 | £16.95 Cl: 978-0-691-15390-2 $37.50 | £26.95

The Origins of Jewish Mysticism
Peter Schäfer

“Full of fresh and convincing interpretations, [The Origins of Jewish Mysticism] is among the most significant works on Jewish mysticism to appear in decades.”
—Philip Alexander, University of Manchester

2011. 416 pages. Pa: 978-0-691-14215-9 $42.00 | £28.95

Jesus in the Talmud
Peter Schäfer

“[Schäfer’s] great scholarship now provides Jews and Christians interested in developing a new and better relationship with a way to work through many of the hateful things that we have said about each other in the past.”
—David Novak, New Republic


On Sacrifice
Moshe Halbertal

“This is a brilliant book.”
—Robert A. Segal, Times Higher Education

“Covering issues of sacrifice to and sacrifice for, Halbertal takes the reader on a thought-provoking journey from the biblical story of Cain and Abel through the binding of Isaac and into modern times, with reflections on the meaning of individual and national sacrifice as it manifests itself in military actions and wars conducted by both Israel and the United States.”
—William Liss-Levinson, Jewish Book World

2012. 152 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-15285-1 $25.95 | £17.95

Forthcoming Paperback
Winner of the 2013 National Jewish Book Award in Scholarship, Jewish Book Council
Maimonides
Life and Thought
Moshe Halbertal
See page 2 for details.

New Paperback
Winner of the 2012 National Jewish Book Award in Scholarship, Jewish Book Council
One of Jewish Ideas Daily’s Best Jewish Non-fiction Books for 2012
The Chosen Few
How Education Shaped Jewish History, 70–1492
Maristella Botticini & Zvi Eckstein

“If you’ve ever wondered how the Chosen People survived the vagaries of history, reading The Chosen Few will give you answers you cannot find anywhere else.”
—Huffington Post

“This is a trailblazing, original, illuminating and horizon-broadening book.”
—Manuel Trajtenberg, Haaretz


New
Tradition and the Formation of the Talmud
Mouli Vidas
See page 5 for details.

New
Defining Neighbors
Religion, Race, and the Early Zionist-Arab Encounter
Jonathan Marc Gribetz
See page 4 for details.

New
The Golden Age Shtetl
A New History of Jewish Life in East Europe
Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern
See page 3 for details.
Jews and the Military
A History
Derek J. Penslar
“Penslar offers a deep perspective…he enlivens his study with literary references and a wide-ranging history that offers revelations on nationalism, empire, and identity.”
—Anna Altman, New York Times Book Review
2013. 376 pages. 17 halftones. Cl: 978-0-691-13887-9 $29.95 | £19.95

Capitalism and the Jews
Jerry Z. Muller
“[P]rovincating and accessible…. While this book is ostensibly about ‘the Jews,’ Muller’s most chilling insights are about their enemies, and the creative, almost supernatural, malleability of anti-Semitism itself.”
—Catherine Rampell, New York Times Book Review

How Judaism Became a Religion
An Introduction to Modern Jewish Thought
Leora Batnitzky
“[Batnitzky’s] book adds both shrewdness and humility to the search for modern Jewish identity and the claims often made about the purity of these identities.”
—Edward Ruelhe, Jewish Voice and Herald

Muslims and Jews in France
History of a Conflict
Maud S. Mandel
“Mandel deftly analyzes the polarization of positions concerning Muslims and Jews in France while giving a dramatic example of how social reality and language may themselves conflict.”
—Nancy L. Green, École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris
2013. 272 pages. 1 map. Cl: 978-0-691-12581-7 $35.00 | £24.95

A Short History of the Jews
Michael Brenner
Translated by Jeremiah Riemer
—Jay Freeman, Booklist
2012. 440 pages. 92 halftones. 1 table. 5 maps. Pa: 978-0-691-15497-8 $24.95 | £16.95

Finalist, 2012 National Jewish Book Award in History, Jewish Book Council
Co-Winner of the 2012 Salo Baron Book Prize, American Academy for Jewish Research

The First Modern Jew
Spinoza and the History of an Image
Daniel B. Schwartz
“This is a spectacular book, deeply researched and brilliantly written, on a riveting subject.”
—David Biale, University of California, Davis
2013. 288 pages. 10 halftones. Pa: 978-0-691-16214-0 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14291-3 $42.00 | £28.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe
Forthcoming

**Being German, Becoming Muslim**
Race, Religion, and Conversion in the New Europe
**Esra Özyürek**

“Through thoughtful portraits, Özyürek explores the dilemmas faced by converts to Islam in Germany, where new Muslims are seeking nonethnic forms of the religion. She shows how these converts are finding an original way to be German through their Islam—a discovery that seems dangerous to some in the German state. A clear, convincing account of new Muslims in a European land.”
—John Bowen, author of *Can Islam Be French?*

“This book offers both a call and a hope. Özyürek shows the tremendous role of Muslim converts in making Islam a German and European religion, and she calls converts to meet this challenge. She also presents the common hope of everyone ‘living together’ in unity, and her book is an important contribution to the achievement of this goal.”
—Tariq Ramadan, University of Oxford

Being German, Becoming Muslim provides a fresh window into the connections and tensions stemming from a growing religious phenomenon in Germany and beyond.

December 2014. 192 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16279-9 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-16278-2 $55.00 | £37.95

---

Forthcoming

**Soft Force**
Women in Egypt’s Islamic Awakening
**Ellen McIverney**

“Soft Force is a brilliant and highly engaging book.”
—Omnia El Shakry, author of *The Great Social Laboratory: Subjects of Knowledge in Colonial and Postcolonial Egypt*

In the decades leading up to the Arab Spring in 2011, when Hosni Mubarak’s authoritarian regime was swept from power in Egypt, Muslim women took a leading role in developing a robust Islamist presence in Egypt’s public sphere. Soft Force examines the writings and activism of these women—including scholars, preachers, journalists, critics, actresses, and public intellectuals—who envisioned an Islamic awakening in which women’s rights and the family, equality, and emancipation are at the center.

June 2015. 288 pages. 8 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-15849-5 $27.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15848-8 $70.00 | £48.95

---

Forthcoming

**Young Islam**
The New Politics of Religion in Morocco and the Arab World
**Avi Max Spiegel**

“Spiegel asks timely questions about the conclusions that have been drawn about Islamists in Morocco and the Arab world more broadly. Using an enormous amount of ethnographic analysis and a very sensitive appreciation of Moroccan history and culture, he offers a sophisticated corrective to the stereotypes. This is a significant achievement and it has important policy ramifications.”
—Clark B. Lombardi, University of Washington School of Law

Today, two-thirds of all Arab Muslims are under the age of thirty. Young Islam takes readers inside the evolving competition for their support—a competition not simply between Islamism and the secular world, but between different and often conflicting visions of Islam itself.

June 2015. 224 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15984-3 $29.95 | £19.95

---

New Paperback

One of *Foreign Affairs*’s Best International Relations Books on the Middle East for 2012

With a new afterword by the author

**Muslim Nationalism and the New Turks**
**Jenny White**

“Piercing and original analysis.”
—Economist

“A deeply insightful book…. *Muslim Nationalism and the New Turks* is sure to become a leading text for those looking to read the Turkish tea leaves.”
—David Lepeska, *The National*

“Even for those already familiar with contemporary Turkey, this sometimes disturbing book will be an eye opener.”
—John Waterbury, *Foreign Affairs*

Pa: 978-0-691-16192-1 $24.95 | £16.95
New Paperback
With a new prologue and afterword by the author

**Hezbollah**
A Short History
Augustus Richard Norton

“The best recent study of Hezbollah.”
—Fareed Zakaria, *Newsweek*

“(Norton’s) lucid primer is the first serious reappraisal of the radical Shiite group since [the 2006] war shattered six years of relative calm on one of the world’s most volatile frontiers.”

“A clear, concise history of Hezbollah with specific reference to its relevant sociopolitical context. Piquant anecdotes and richly textured details make the book enjoyable reading.”
—Kristian P. Alexander, *Middle East Policy Council*

2014. 248 pages. 11 halftones. 1 table. 2 maps.
Pa: 978-0-691-16081-8 $15.95 | £10.95

**Leisurely Islam**
Negotiating Geography and Morality in Shi'ite South Beirut
Lara Deeb & Mona Harb

“This outstanding ethnography of contemporary urban Middle Eastern life focuses on Hezbollah young adults, about whom people are generally misinformed, an effort of critical value to scholars of religion and politics…. The authors brilliantly illustrate the variety and complexity of moral choice, ethnic insularity, and worldliness with respect to other neighborhoods and populations.”
—Choice

2013. 304 pages. 18 halftones. 5 maps.
Pa: 978-0-691-15366-7 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15365-0 $75.00 | £52.00

Winner of the 2012 Academic Award, Palestine Book Awards, Middle East Monitor
Winner of a 2012 British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies
One of Choice’s Top 25 Titles for 2012

With a new afterword by the author

**Hamas and Civil Society in Gaza**
Engaging the Islamist Social Sector
Sara Roy

“Roy strives not to speak for Palestinians, but to let their voices reverberate…. [T]his is an important book, which challenges lazy views about the Palestinians and highlights how they go about securing basic services.”
—Economist

2013. 384 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15967-6 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12448-3 $39.95 | £27.95

Winner of the 2012 Academic Award, Palestine Book Awards, Middle East Monitor
Winner of a 2012 British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies
One of Choice’s Top 25 Titles for 2012

With a new afterword by the author

**Confronting Political Islam**
Six Lessons from the West’s Past
John M. Owen IV

“Through a systematic, rigorous comparison of the trajectory of historical ideological conflicts in Europe during the last five centuries and today’s struggles over Islamism in the Middle East, Owen draws insightful conclusions about the future of political Islam and U.S. policy responses.”
—Lisa Curtis, Heritage Foundation

December 2014. 232 pages. 4 line illus. 6 tables. 1 map.
Cl: 978-0-691-16314-7 $29.95 | £19.95

Forthcoming Paperback
With an introduction by Bruce B. Lawrence

**The Muqaddimah**
An Introduction to History
Ibn Khaldûn
Translated and introduced by Franz Rosenthal
Abridged and edited by N. J. Dawood

“Undoubtedly the greatest work of its kind.”
—Arnold J. Toynbee, *Observer*

May 2015. 504 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16628-5 $24.95 | £16.95
New
Paradoxes of Liberal Democracy
Islam, Western Europe, and the Danish Cartoon Crisis
Paul M. Sniderman, Michael Bang Petersen, Rune Slothuus & Rune Stubager

“The paradox of liberal democracy is that, at the height of the Danish cartoon controversy, the Danes did not launch a broadside attack against the civil liberties of their Muslim minority. The pages of this book bring that paradox alive with compelling theoretical and methodological arguments. This is a splendid work of scholarship.”
—James L. Gibson, Washington University in St. Louis

2014. 208 pages. 14 line illus. 29 tables.  Cl: 978-0-691-16110-5 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming Paperback
One of the Middle East Channel’s Top five Books of 2013
With a new afterword by the author

The Muslim Brotherhood
Evolution of an Islamist Movement
Carrie Rosefsky Wickham

“Fine-grained, historically rich analysis.”
—Charles Tripp, London Review of Books

Drawing on more than one hundred in-depth interviews as well as Arabic language sources not previously accessed by Western researchers, Carrie Rosefsky Wickham traces the evolution of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt from its founding in 1928 to the fall of Mubarak and the watershed elections of 2011–2012.

Cl: 978-0-691-14940-0 $29.95 | £19.95

On the Muslim Question
Anne Norton

“Anne Norton provides us with a window into the interaction between European versions of modernity and the Islamic experience, drawing attention to how Muslims often face resistance and hatred as they enter into previously constituted elements of European society.”
—Tikkun

“Anne Norton’s On the Muslim Question . . . is distinguished by moral daring and intellectual perspicacity, that is bold and passionate in tone but also rigorous and academic in substance.”
—S. Parvez Manzoor, Muslim World Book Review

2013. 288 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-15704-7 $24.95 | £16.95

Forthcoming
Islamic Political Thought
An Introduction
Edited by Gerhard Bowering

In sixteen concise chapters on key topics, this book provides a rich, authoritative, and up-to-date introduction to Islamic political thought from the birth of Islam to today, presenting essential background and context for understanding contemporary politics in the Islamic world and beyond. Selected from the acclaimed Princeton Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought, and focusing on the origins, development, and contemporary importance of Islamic political ideas and related subjects, each chapter provides a sophisticated yet accessible introduction to its topic.

April 2015. 320 pages. Pa: 978-0-691-16482-3 $24.95 | £16.95

One of Choice's Top 25 Titles for 2013
One of Library Journal's Best Reference Books on Law & Politics for 2012

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought
Edited by Gerhard Bowering
Patricia Crone, Wadad Kadi, Devin J. Stewart, Muhammad Qasim Zaman, associate editors
Mahan Mirza, assistant editor

“[A] truly impressive opus.”
—Choice

2012. 704 pages. 7 maps. Cl: 978-0-691-13484-0 $75.00 | £52.00
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Forthcoming
Greek Buddha
Pyrrho’s Encounter with Early Buddhism
Christopher I. Beckwith
“In Greek Buddha, Beckwith again demonstrates the indebtedness of European culture to the profound interactions that occurred between the ancient peoples of Europe and Asia.”
—Peter B. Golden, professor emeritus of History, Turkish, and Middle Eastern Studies, Rutgers University
Greek Buddha shows how Buddhism shaped the philosophy of Pyrrho, the famous founder of Pyrrhonian scepticism in ancient Greece. Identifying Pyrrho’s basic teachings with those of Early Buddhism, Christopher Beckwith traces the origins of a major tradition in Greek philosophy to Gandhāra, a country in Central Asia and northwestern India.
Cl: 978-0-691-15645-3 $29.95 | £19.95

New

In Search of Sacred Time
Jacobus de Voragine and The Golden Legend
Jacques Le Goff
Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane
“In this penetrating and enlightening study, the great medievalist Jacques Le Goff demonstrates how The Golden Legend, far from being a mere collection of pious legends or saints’ lives, is a carefully constructed meditation on Christian time. Engaging readers in the subtlety and beauty of medieval culture, Le Goff reveals how The Golden Legend was designed to show that the stories of saints and their passions marked time and helped make it sacred.”
—Patrick Geary, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton
2014. 232 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15645-3 $29.95 | £19.95

Now Available in Paperback

Russian Orthodoxy Resurgent
Faith and Power in the New Russia
John Garrard & Carol Garrard
“At the heart of the book is a masterful biography of Alexy himself…. An important and meticulously researched book.”
—Thomas de Waal, Times Literary Supplement
“After the long dark eclipse of the Soviet period, the Russian Orthodox Church is again central to an understanding of contemporary Russia, and this book provides a fine starting point.”
—Robert Levgold, Foreign Affairs
Pa: 978-0-691-16590-5 $27.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12573-2 $37.50 | £26.95

New

Ancient Religions, Modern Politics
The Islamic Case in Comparative Perspective
Michael Cook
“Michael Cook’s book is truly a tour de force. Cook covers an impressive range of material and deals meticulously with key issues. Ancient Religions, Modern Politics is destined to be a landmark in the comparison of religions.”
—Christophe Jaffrelot, author of The Hindu Nationalist Movement in India
Why does Islam play a larger role in contemporary politics than other religions? Is there something about the Islamic heritage that makes Muslims more likely than adherents of other faiths to invoke it in their political life? If so, what is it? Ancient Religions, Modern Politics seeks to answer these questions by examining the roles of Islam, Hinduism, and Christianity in modern political life, placing special emphasis on the relevance—or irrelevance—of their heritages to today’s social and political concerns.
2014. 568 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14490-0 $39.50 | £27.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at blog.press.princeton.edu
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Why Can the Dead Do Such Great Things?
Saints and Worshippers from the Martyrs to the Reformation
Robert Bartlett

“[A]n indispensible point of departure for anyone interested in the cult of the saints in the Middle Ages.”
—Eamon Duffy, New York Review of Books

2013. 816 pages. 10 color illus. 23 halftones. 3 line illus. 10 tables. 3 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-15913-3 $39.95 | £27.95

The Devil’s Tabernacle
The Pagan Oracles in Early Modern Thought
Anthony Ossa-Richardson

“Ossa-Richardson has used the pagan oracles to rewrite an important part of early modern intellectual history. His erudition and judgment seem exemplary, and his book should be held up as a monument of modern learning and discretion.”
—H. C. Erik Midelfort, Renaissance Quarterly

2013. 360 pages. 3 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-15711-5 $35.00 | £24.95

Before and After Muhammad
The First Millennium Refocused
Garth Fowden

“Fowden presents a powerful and compelling new model for an integrated view of late antique and early medieval Christian, Jewish, and Muslim history.”
—Anthony Kaldellis, Ohio State University

2014. 248 pages. 2 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-15853-2 $35.00 | £24.95

Finalist, 2014 Award for Excellence in Religion in Analytical-Descriptive Studies, American Academy of Religion
The Modern Spirit of Asia
The Spiritual and the Secular in China and India
Peter van der Veer

“This book gives us interactional history at its best…. The Modern Spirit of Asia offers a remarkable example of how fruitful comparative historical sociology can be for our understanding of the present.”
—Charles Taylor, author of A Secular Age

2013. 296 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-12815-3 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12814-6 $75.00 | £52.00

Winner of the 2014 Best First Book in the History of Religions Award, American Academy of Religion
Winner of the 2014 Distinguished Book Award, Sociology of Religion Section, American Sociological Association
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013
Confucianism as a World Religion
Contested Histories and Contemporary Realities
Anna Sun

“[D]estined to become a classic, especially in Confucian studies and comparative religion.”
—Andrew Stuart Abel, American Journal of Sociology

2013. 272 pages. 5 line illus. 1 table.
Cl: 978-0-691-15557-9 $35.00 | £24.95

Winner of the 2013 PROSE Award in European and World History, Association of American Publishers
Why Can the Dead Do Such Great Things?
Saints and Worshippers from the Martyrs to the Reformation
Robert Bartlett

“[A]n indispensible point of departure for anyone interested in the cult of the saints in the Middle Ages.”
—Eamon Duffy, New York Review of Books

2013. 816 pages. 10 color illus. 23 halftones. 3 line illus. 10 tables. 3 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-15913-3 $39.95 | £27.95

Before and After Muhammad
The First Millennium Refocused
Garth Fowden

“Fowden presents a powerful and compelling new model for an integrated view of late antique and early medieval Christian, Jewish, and Muslim history.”
—Anthony Kaldellis, Ohio State University

2014. 248 pages. 2 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-15853-2 $35.00 | £24.95

Winner of the 2014 Distinguished Book Award, Sociology of Religion Section, American Sociological Association
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013
Confucianism as a World Religion
Contested Histories and Contemporary Realities
Anna Sun

“[D]estined to become a classic, especially in Confucian studies and comparative religion.”
—Andrew Stuart Abel, American Journal of Sociology

2013. 272 pages. 5 line illus. 1 table.
Cl: 978-0-691-15557-9 $35.00 | £24.95

Finalist, 2014 Award for Excellence in Religion in Analytical-Descriptive Studies, American Academy of Religion
The Modern Spirit of Asia
The Spiritual and the Secular in China and India
Peter van der Veer

“This book gives us interactional history at its best…. The Modern Spirit of Asia offers a remarkable example of how fruitful comparative historical sociology can be for our understanding of the present.”
—Charles Taylor, author of A Secular Age

2013. 296 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-12815-3 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12814-6 $75.00 | £52.00

Winner of the 2014 Best First Book in the History of Religions Award, American Academy of Religion
Winner of the 2014 Distinguished Book Award, Sociology of Religion Section, American Sociological Association
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013
**The Politics of Evangelical Identity**
Local Churches and Partisan Divides in the United States and Canada

**Lydia Bean**

“The Politics of Evangelical Identity is a bracing corrective to the perception of evangelicals as theological stooges mesmerized by the spell of conservative masterminds. Bean persuasively argues that the appeal of conservatives in the evangelical base has far more to do with how they connect the political to everyday spiritual and religious practices. Her path-clearing and transformative book brilliantly engages the political perspectives, moral passions, and religious beliefs of evangelicals from a practical, grounded perspective.”

—Michael Eric Dyson, George-town University

“The Politics of Evangelical Identity is a very important book, a truly original and deeply insightful exploration of why America’s white evangelical Christians allied with the political Right to a degree that evangelicals in other countries have not.”

—E. J. Dionne, Jr., author of *Souled Out* and *Our Divided Political Heart*

2014. 336 pages. 2 tables. 1 map.
CI: 978-0-691-16130-3  $35.00 | £24.95

**Small-Town America**
Finding Community, Shaping the Future

**Robert Wuthnow**

“Small-Town America is full of surprising findings.”

—Glenn C. Altschuler, Minneapolis Star Tribune

“An important, thought-provoking picture of small town life.”

—Choice

Small-Town America paints a rich panorama of the lives and livelihoods of people who reside in small communities, finding that, for many people, living in a small town is an important part of self-identity.

June 2015. 520 pages. 40 line illus. 11 maps.
Pa: 978-0-691-15720-7  $35.00 | £24.95

2014. 504 pages. 13 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16089-4  $27.95 | £19.95
CI: 978-0-691-15055-0  $37.50 | £26.95

Honorable Mention, 2011 PROSE Award for Excellence in Sociology & Social Work, Association of American Publishers

**Remaking the Heartland**
Middle America since the 1950s

**Robert Wuthnow**

“Wuthnow has penned a ’must read’ book for those who would understand—and not just caricature—red state religion and how it intertwines with politics.”

—John A. Coleman, America

“[Red State Religion] thoughtfully and compassionately explores the rich and complex political and religious history of the place.”

—Rebecca Barrett-Fox, Christian Century

2014. 376 pages. 23 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-15802-0  $27.95 | £19.95

2013. 376 pages. 23 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-15802-0  $27.95 | £19.95

**Rough Country**
How Texas Became America’s Most Powerful Bible-Belt State

**Robert Wuthnow**

See page 3 for details.
After Cloven Tongues of Fire
Protestant Liberalism in Modern American History
David A. Hollinger

“This book by America’s leading intellectual historian is essential reading for anyone who cares to understand the rise, decline, and enduring legacy of what was once our dominant religious tradition. David Hollinger’s essays, always empathetic but never uncritical, treat the ‘worldly’ Protestants with the moral rigor they deserve.” —Michael Kazin, author of American Dreamers: How the Left Changed a Nation

2015. 248 pages. CI: 978-0-691-15842-6 $29.95 | £19.95

Now Available in Paperback
Getting Saved in America
Taiwanese Immigration and Religious Experience
Carolyn Chen

CI: 978-0-691-11962-5 $49.95 | £34.95

Forthcoming
Saints and Sinners
Religious Influence on Democracy
Anna Grzymała-Busse

“Saints and Sinners is a brilliant book. Grzymała-Busse offers a novel argument about how the Catholic Church and some Protestant denominations successfully influenced policies in democratic regimes. With nuance and elegance, she systematically brings together many case-based, causal-process observations about the relationship of religious and national identities, and places the U.S. experience in a coherent comparative framework.” —Andrew C. Gould, University of Notre Dame

CI: 978-0-691-16475-5 $95.00 | £65.00

New Paperback
American Christians and Islam
Evangelical Culture and Muslims from the Colonial Period to the Age of Terrorism
Thomas S. Kidd

“Matovina’s book should be mandatory reading for all bishops, clergy, and lay leaders, and for anyone else who wants to understand the future of American Catholicism.” —Michael Sean Winters, New Republic

“Matovina … offers a crash course on Hispanic Catholics and their impact. The book’s chapter on the importance of popular religiosity in Hispanic worship and devotion—and the controversies it causes in multiethnic parishes—is especially good.” —Catholic Sentinel

CI: 978-0-691-13979-1 $45.00 | £30.95

Vatican II
A Sociological Analysis of Religious Change
Melissa J. Wilde

Winner of the 2008 Distinguished Book Award, Society for the Scientific Study of Religion
Honorable Mention, 2009 Distinguished Book Award, Sociology of Religion Section, American Sociological Association

2014. 224 pages. 1 line illus. 15 tables. Pa: 978-0-691-16172-3 $19.95 | £13.95
CI: 978-0-691-11829-1 $49.95 | £34.95
Prison Religion
Faith-Based Reform and the Constitution
Winnifred Fallers Sullivan
“An ambitious and successfully argued book ... satisfying demands of empirical rigor while respecting the need to explore larger theoretical questions about the nature of society and religion.”
—Mark Lewis Taylor, Religious Studies Review
2011. 320 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15253-0 $25.95 | £17.95

The Impossibility of Religious Freedom
Winnifred Fallers Sullivan
“A smart—and in the present circumstances, sobering—little book.”
—Christopher Caldwell, Financial Times
2007. 320 pages. 20 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-13058-3 $31.95 | £21.95

Pen of Iron
American Prose and the King James Bible
Robert Alter
“Pen of Iron makes a convincing case that it is impossible to fully appreciate American literature without knowing the King James Bible—indeed, without knowing it almost instinctively, the way generations of Americans used to know it.”
—Adam Kirsch, New Republic
2010. 208 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-12881-8 $19.95 | £13.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe
Forthcoming

Pagans and Philosophers
The Problem of Paganism from Augustine to Leibniz
John Marenbon

“In this book, John Marenbon exhibits remarkable erudition and a formidable command of the relevant texts, both scholastic and literary. He is adept at setting out complex issues in a clear way, and his book incorporates much little-known and fascinating material in the history of ideas.”
—Anthony Kenny, author of A New History of Western Philosophy

A sweeping and original account of an important but neglected chapter in Western intellectual history, Pagans and Philosophers provides a new perspective on nothing less than the entire period between the classical and the modern world.

April 2015. 336 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14255-5 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming

The Devil Wins
A History of Lying from the Garden of Eden to the Enlightenment
Dallas G. Denery II

“In this exquisitely written book, Denery draws on centuries of rumination on the moral issues surrounding lying to address the question of how we should live in a fallen world. The serpent in the Garden of Eden led humankind astray with lies. The Devil is the father of lies. Premodern sources agonized constantly over the act of lying. Denery not only superbly narrates the long history of this obsession, but also locates the conditions that reveal an Enlightenment shift toward a not entirely comfortable modernity.”
—William Chester Jordan, Princeton University

January 2015. 352 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16321-5 $29.95 | £19.95

Blessed Events
Religion and Home Birth in America
Pamela E. Klassen

“In this provocative and engagingly written ethnography, Klassen … offers an important complement to other social studies on childbirth in America.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Princeton Studies in Cultural Sociology
Pa: 978-0-691-08798-6 $35.00 | £24.95

Faith in the Fight
Religion and the American Soldier in the Great War
Jonathan H. Ebel

2014. 272 pages. 8 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16218-8 $22.95 | £15.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13992-0 $25.95 | £17.95

press.princeton.edu
New Paperback
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013
With a new preface by the author

Why Tolerate Religion?
Brian Leiter
“A model of clarity and rigour and at points strikingly original, this is a book that anyone who thinks seriously about religion, ethics and politics will benefit from reading.”
—John Gray, New Statesman

“Why Tolerate Religion? is a slim volume, deeply conversant with the literature in law and philosophy, and by turns bold, bracing and bruising, Why Tolerate Religion? should command the attention of anyone interested in the place of faith in the public arena.”
—Glenn C. Altschuler, Jerusalem Post

2014. 216 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16354-3 $17.95 | £12.50
Cl: 978-0-691-15361-2 $24.95 | £16.95

Blessed Are the Organized
Grassroots Democracy in America
Jeffrey Stout
“Stout provides useful wisdom for those who will not settle for less than a genuine democratic transformation of our society.”
—Tikkun

2012. 368 pages, 7 maps.
Pa: 978-0-691-15665-1 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13586-1 $29.95 | £19.95

Democracy and Tradition
Jeffrey Stout
“[A]n elegant and artful new book that reinvigorates the conversation about religion and the public square.”
—Lauren F. Winner, Books & Culture

2005. 368 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-12382-0 $37.50 | £26.95

Saving God
Religion after Idolatry
Mark Johnston
“This book demolishes . . . all reasons for conventional religious belief.”
—James Wood, New Yorker

2011. 216 pages. 1 halftone.
Pa: 978-0-691-15261-5 $20.95 | £14.95

Surviving Death
Carl G. Hempel Lecture Series
2011. 408 pages. 2 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-13013-2 $25.95 | £17.95

ANNUCING THE PRINCETON LEGACY LIBRARY
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books in durable paperbacks. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905. For titles in the library visit: press.princeton.edu/princeton-legacy-library/
Kierkegaard’s Journals and Notebooks
Søren Kierkegaard
Edited by Niels Jørgen Cappelørn, Alastair Hannay, Bruce H. Kirmmse, David D. Possen, Joel D. S. Rasmussen, Vanessa Rumble, and K. Brian Söderquist, in cooperation with the Søren Kierkegaard Research Centre, Copenhagen

The Søren Kierkegaard Research Centre at the University of Copenhagen has produced the first complete critical edition of all of Kierkegaard’s writings, published and unpublished. Using this definitive Danish edition and with the support of the Kierkegaard Research Centre and the Danish government, a group of well-known scholars is producing an 11-volume English language edition, including explanatory notes, of Kierkegaard’s Journals and Notebooks. The volumes in the series will appear at intervals of about a year and a half.

Forthcoming
Volume 8
Journals NB21–NB25
Spring 2015. 600 pages. 10 halftones.
CE: 978-0-691-16618-6 $150.00 | £103.00

New
Volume 7
Journals NB15–NB20
2014. 832 pages. 10 halftones.
CE: 978-0-691-16029-0 $150.00 | £103.00

Volume 6
Journals NB11–NB14
2013. 728 pages. 10 halftones.
CE: 978-0-691-15553-1 $150.00 | £103.00

A Short Life of Kierkegaard
Walter Lowrie
With Lowrie’s essay “How Kierkegaard Got into English” and a new introduction by Alastair Hannay

“A remarkable phosphorescent condensation…. [Lowrie gives] us the very essence of the man…. A superb study.”
—New Republic
2013. 320 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15777-1 $16.95 | £11.95

One of the Wall Street Journal’s Favorite Books of 2013, chosen by Mike Tyson
The Quotable Kierkegaard
Edited by Gordon Marino
“This handily compact treasury of assorted thoughts, observations, and insights bursts with Kierkegaard’s characteristically infectious urgency, wit, and lapidary penetration.”
—Choice
2013. 304 pages. 19 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15530-2 $24.95 | £16.95

With a foreword by John Updike
The Seducer’s Diary
Søren Kierkegaard
Edited and translated by Howard V. Hong & Edna H. Hong

Matters of marriage, the ethical versus the aesthetic, dread, and, increasingly, the severities of Christianity are pondered by Kierkegaard in this intense work.
2013. 232 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15841-9 $12.95 | £8.95

With a new introduction by Gordon Marino
Fear and Trembling and The Sickness Unto Death
Søren Kierkegaard
Translated and with notes by Walter Lowrie

Walter Lowrie’s magnificent translation of these seminal works continues to provide an ideal introduction to Kierkegaard. And, as Gordon Marino argues in a new introduction, these books are as relevant as ever in today’s age of anxiety.
2013. 504 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15831-0 $14.95 | £10.95
New
Dictionary of Untranslatables
A Philosophical Lexicon
Edited by Barbara Cassin
Translation edited by Emily Apter, Jacques Lezra & Michael Wood

“[W]hat may be the weirdest book the twenty-first century has so far produced…. [T]his is a considerable and entertaining book, full of odd words beautifully, at times owlishly, annotated.”
—Adam Gopnik, New Yorker

2014. 1344 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-13870-1 $65.00 | £44.95

Forthcoming
Terri/ed
How Anti-Muslim Fringe Organizations Became Mainstream
Christopher Bail

“Many Americans are terrified of Islam, or at least of a version of Islam portrayed in the mainstream media. As this pioneering and well-researched book demonstrates, the first step to combat this error is to expose its sources. Terrified is a necessary read for all who care about freedom of speech and protection of minorities as foundational American rights.”
—Bruce B. Lawrence, author of Shattering the Myth: Islam beyond Violence

January 2015. 232 pages. 8 line illus. 4 tables. 3 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-15942-3 $35.00 | £24.95

New Paperback
Two Cheers for Anarchism
Six Easy Pieces on Autonomy, Dignity, and Meaningful Work and Play
James C. Scott

“Scott selects wonderful anecdotes to illustrate his tribute to the anarchist way of seeing the world.”
—Chris Walters, Acres USA

2014. 200 pages. 10 halftones. 9 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16103-7 $17.95 | £12.50
Cl: 978-0-691-15529-6 $24.95 | £16.95

New
1177 B.C.
The Year Civilization Collapsed
Eric H. Cline

“Cline has written a wonderfully researched and well-crafted overview of one of the most fascinating, complex, and debated periods in the history of the ancient world.”
—Aren Maeir, Bar-Ilan University

Turning Points in Ancient History
2014. 264 pages. 10 halftones. 2 maps.
Cl: 978-0-691-14089-6 $29.95 | £19.95

Forthcoming
Teaching Plato in Palestine
Philosophy in a Divided World
Carlos Fraenkel

“This short, interesting, and well written book provides an insightful and optimistic view on the possibilities that philosophy offers to bridge religious, ethnic, and cultural divides…. It is a noble project and Fraenkel describes his experiences in a lively narrative that combines the personal and philosophical.”
—Steven Nadler, author of A Book Forged in Hell

May 2015. 304 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15103-8 $27.95 | £19.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Author:Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>UK Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 12881-8</td>
<td>Aitken: Pen of Iron</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>£13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15942-3</td>
<td>Bait: Terrified</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15193-3</td>
<td>Bartlett: Why Can the Dead Do</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 13121-4</td>
<td>Bartov: Enser</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 13446-0</td>
<td>de Jongh: Judas Iscariot</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 16130-3</td>
<td>Bean: Politics of Evangelical</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 16644-5</td>
<td>Beckwith: Greek Buddha</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16351-2</td>
<td>Botticini/Eckstein: Chosen Few</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 14487-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16482-3</td>
<td>Bowring: Islamic Political Thought</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 13484-0</td>
<td>Bowring: Princeton Encyclopedia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16484-7</td>
<td>Brewer: Short History of the Jews</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16177-8</td>
<td>Brown: Through the Eye of a Needle</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15786-3</td>
<td>Buswell/Lopez: Princeton Dictionary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 13870-1</td>
<td>Cassin: Dictionary</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15966-9</td>
<td>Chaves: American Religion</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17.95</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 14685-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16466-3</td>
<td>Chen: Getting Saved in America</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 11962-9</td>
<td>Cline: The Shaping of the Norm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48.95</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 14089-6</td>
<td>Cline: 1177 B.C.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 14367-5</td>
<td>Collins: Dead Sea Scrolls</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 14490-0</td>
<td>Cook: Ancient Religions</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 13996-8</td>
<td>Davie: Bhagavad Gita</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15366-7</td>
<td>Deeb/Herb: Leisurely Islam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 13556-7</td>
<td>Deen: Before and After</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 16321-5</td>
<td>Denyer II: Devil Wins</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16215-7</td>
<td>Dweck: Scandal of Rabbahal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45.95</td>
<td>32.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 14508-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16216-8</td>
<td>Ebel: Faith in the Fight</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 13992-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 00047-9</td>
<td>Endelman: Leaving the Jewish Fold</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16524-0</td>
<td>Epstein: Skies of Parchment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15853-9</td>
<td>Faes: Before and After</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15103-8</td>
<td>Fraser: Teaching Palestine in 20</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16090-0</td>
<td>Fredriksen: Sin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 12890-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16590-5</td>
<td>Garrard/Garrard: Russian Orthodox</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 12573-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15950-8</td>
<td>Gribetz: Defining Neighbors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15082-6</td>
<td>Griffith: Bible in Arabic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 14627-8</td>
<td>Griffith: Church in the Shadow</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16476-2</td>
<td>Grzymala-BSue: Saints and Sinners</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 14675-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 14480-1</td>
<td>Guttjahr: Book of Mormon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16566-0</td>
<td>Halbert: Maimonides</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15851-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15825-1</td>
<td>Halbert: On Sacrifice</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 16519-6</td>
<td>Hayes: What's Divine about Divine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 14012-4</td>
<td>Hendel: Book of Genesis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15842-6</td>
<td>Hollinger: After Clover Tongues</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15487-1</td>
<td>Jacobs: Book of Common Prayer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15261-5</td>
<td>Johnston: Saving God</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 13013-2</td>
<td>Johnstone: Surviving Death</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 12914-3</td>
<td>Juengensmeyer/Ritts: Princeton</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16548-6</td>
<td>Kaufman: Faith of a Heretic</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17.95</td>
<td>12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16628-5</td>
<td>Khalid: Muqaddimah</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16230-2</td>
<td>Kidd: American Christians and Islam</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15831-0</td>
<td>Kierkegaard: Fear and Trembling</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.45</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15553-1</td>
<td>Kierkegaard: Journals NB11-NB14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>103.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16029-9</td>
<td>Kierkegaard: Journals NB15-NB20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>103.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 16618-6</td>
<td>Kierkegaard: Journals NB21-NB25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>103.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15849-9</td>
<td>Kierkegaard: Seducer's Diary</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15475-9</td>
<td>Larrimore: Book of Job</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl: 15646-3</td>
<td>Le Goff: In Search of Sacred Time</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.95</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16354-3</td>
<td>Leiter: Why Tolerate Religion?</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 15361-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa: 16355-0</td>
<td>Levenson: Inheriting Abraham</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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